




THE PINK PALACE - COMPOSITE SET - 7 ROOMS, LONG CORRIDOR PLUS EXTERIOR LOBBY AND STAIRCASE





ROYAL HOPE HOSPITAL - MOOD BOARD  



ROYAL HOPE HOSPITAL - BUILT 6 BEDROOMS, PRACTICAL LIFT, 

TV LOUNGE, FAMILY KITCHEN, MATRON’S ROOM, 100 METRE CORRIDOR



TOZER’S HOUSE 

MOOD BOARD



CULVER & HOUND TAILOR’S SHOP



PRINTALUX 

MOOD BOARD 





1980’S DR WHO SET - BUILT AT GRANADA STUDIOS WITH CARDBOARD, PVA, POLYSTYRENE JUST LIKE THEY DID IN THE 80’S !  



BFDG AWARDS NOV 21 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER / INDEPENDENT TV DRAMA  - LUANA HANSON . 

“IT’S A SIN” - STATEMENT 500 WORDS  
       SET DECORATOR : CRAIG MENZIES, ART DIRECTORS : GAVIN LEWIS & TOM ATKINS  

I had the honour and pleasure of being the Production Designer on Russell T Davies’s 
period drama for Channel 4 It’s A Sin. The overall art department budget was £1.2 M 
( including construction labour ) and we shot 192 sets in sixteen weeks, approximately 
twelve sets per week.  

With a brilliant, ambitious script I worked closely with all HOD’s to create and carve this 
very special world Russell had so beautifully crafted on the page. The drama was set in 
London, New York and Isle of Wight between 1980 to 1991 during the AIDS pandemic. 
Within the design we wanted to capture the essence of excitement, freedom and fun. 
Portraying the optimism the characters possessed when they first arrived in London, as 
their lives collided at the Pink Palace.  

Our aim was to transport the viewer into a world that seized a sense of time, place and 
spirit. The scripts demanded a subtle change over a period of 11 years which were not 
filmed in chronological order.  

The first challenge was the entire drama would be filmed in the North-West of England. 
We had a very restricted budget for the number of sets to accomplish and an ambitious 
confined time frame. Often filming four different sets a day with very quick turn arounds.  

The Pink Palace set was a labour of love. The exterior street in Manchester was completely 
remodelled involving construction, creating shops and a row of period houses. This joined 
seamlessly to the set we built inside a disused school, having knocked two gymnasiums 
into one space. The stage directions were very specific and demanded a long corridor 
stretching from the kitchen to the living room plus four bedrooms, bathroom, exterior 
landing and staircase. 

Royal Hope Hospital required building 10 rooms, a practical lift and a 100 meter corridor. 
New York was created in Liverpool and Southport. Printalux and the TV Rental shop were 
set builds inside disused charity shops. The Tailor shop was created and part built inside an 
old tennis club.  

There are many sets I have be unable to include in this statement . All of them offered 
exciting challenges.  

It’s A Sin has its own genre, a unique style. The shift in tones deepened as the disease 
descended and the subject matter darkened.  Layering and telling a story about the 
characters through the props and graphics were at the forefront. We wanted to create 
authentic sets with a unique twist that contained meticulous period detail. Therefore 
enabling us to travel with our characters through the decade and witnessing the effect 
this ravishing disease had on the gay community.  

We always strived to create a visually unique, emotional riveting piece of drama.  
Working closely with the cast and crew that supported each other and had the same 
vision was exhilarating. The drama I believe reflected this mind set.  

We created maximum production value by  keeping costs within the budget framework.  
Designing It’s a Sin was an amazing, innovative and rare experience. A designer’s dream 
come true.  


